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SEC PROVED RESERVES AUDIT - BRUNEI SHELL PETROL~UM SON BHO, 29 Apr - 3 May 2002

I have audited the Proved Reserves submissions of Brunei Shell Petroleum Sdn Bhd (BSP) lor the year 2001 and
the processes thai were followed in their preparation, These submissions present the SSP contribution to the
Group's externally reported Proved and Proved Developed Reserves and associated changes as at 31 December
2001. . . .

Total Group share Proved Reserves booked by asp al the end of 2001 were 72 min rri3 oil+NGL and 100 bin 5m3
of gas. This represents some 5.6 % of total Group share Proved Reserves on an oil-equivalent basis, Proved
reserves replacement ratios for SSP over 2001 were 152% for oil+NGL and 112% for gas,

The last previous SEC proved reserves audit for BSP was carried out in 1998, This current audit followed Ihe
procedures laid down in the "Petroleum Resource Volume Guidelines, SIEP 2001-1100/1101~ (based, inter alia, on
FASB Statement 69). It included a verification of the technical and commercial maturity of the reported reserves, a
verification that margins of uncertainty were appropriate, that Group share and net sales volumes had been
calculated correctly and that reported reserves changes were classified correctly. It also included a verification that
the annual production (sales) submission through the Finance system was consistent with the reserves subrrnssion.
The audit took. the form .of detailed discussions about technical details of many of BSP'S fields with SSP ASSl!t Unit
staff and about the reserves reporting process with BSP:reserves'coordination staff. . . • .

The audit found thaI BSP follow well documented procedures ·in their annual reserves reporting process. Audit trails
have historically been a strong feature in asp reserves reporting and their high Quality was conferned during the
audit. The most significant comment related 10 the conservative nature of esP's Proved reserves, In particular
Proved developed reserves, many of which were not in accordance with .current Group guidelines. Although
decreased substantially in recent years. the continued presence of 'legacy reserves' remains an area of concern.
These are undevetoped reserves which have historically been booked in reservoirs but for which no clear activies
had been identified (in line with prevailing practice at the time), These reserves should be addressed at the first
available opportunity, while striving to avoid major reserves swings. . , '

The audit finding is that the BSP statements fairly represent the Group entitlements to Proved Reserves at the end
of 2001. There is a possibility of a small (3 %?) understatement of entitlement reserves due to the conservatism in
particularly the Proved developed reserves. The changes in the Proved Reserves during 2001 can be reconciled
from the documents at hand. The overall opinion from the audit regarding the state of SSP's 2001 Proved
Reserves submission, taking account of the scoring in Attachment 3, is therefore satisfactory .

.summa~f the findings and observations is included in the Attachments.
\~. .
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Attachment 1

SEC PROVED RESERVES AUDIT - BRUNEt SHELL PETROLEUM SO~ BHO, 29 Apr.- 3 May 2002

MAIN OBSERVATIONS

"'..
...

1. Brunei Shell Petroleum Sdn Bhd are a 50% Group company with theil established head office in Seria, Brunei
Darussalam, The remaining 50% of the company is held by the State of Srunei, The company operates a
large number of offshore fietds and some onshore fields. The three largest fields are the onshore Seria field,
with first production in 1929 and the offshore SW Ampa and Champion fields where first production started in
1964 and 1972 respectively, Although the area is largely mature, there are still some smaller, recently
discovered fields awaiting development.

Reserves are approximately evenly divided between oil+NGI and gas. Gas has been produced to the Brunei
LNG plant since 1972. The 20-year gas contract.wilh Japanese buyers was extended for another 20 years in
1992 on the basis of then available proved gas reserves. This basis, being somewhat conservative, has since
then grown and there is now a surplus of some 1.5 Tcf proved gas and some 5 Tcf of expectation volumes.

2. The Brunei fields consist of stacked near-shore reservoir sequences, broken up by clay diapir induced or
lectonically induced faulting, resulting in numerous smarr reservoirs thai show variable but generally poor
communication. Initial fluid levels are therefore largely individl!al to reservoirs and each needs separate
evatuation, although often in conjunction with its neighbours, A total of some 4000 reservoirs is currently
recognized (of which some 1000 with Proved reserves), presenting a challenging task for reserves evaluation
and developmenl planning.

An of the fietds are in relatively shallow offshore areas (up to 100 m water depth), Exploration focus is shifting
towards deep offshore turbidite sequences, in which one field (Merpati) is carrying proved undeveloped
reserves at this stage.

With the largest reservoirs developed first. BSP have faced several cycles of active development.
Development tended to become temporarily reduced when the then available technology slowed down the
maturation of new economically viable welliargets. A recent upturn in development has been seen in the late
1990's when a number of factors contributed to an enhanced capability of reservoir performance modeling and
development planning. These factors included enhanced 3D seismic acquisition (with Ocean Bottom Cable)
and seismic processing (PSDM), more recently followed by geological modeling through the Petrel package,
yielding greatty improved speed and accuracy of reservoir definition. Automatic downloading into MoReS
dynamic simulation models allows this improved accuracy yield its benefits in dynamic modeling too. Through-
tubing CoO logs allowed a much more widespread monitoring of dynamic fluid levels, greatly improving the
accuracy of simulation models and predictions, Significant progress has been made in reducing drilling costs
and improving drilling flexibility in well targeting, eg through short-radius horizontal drilling and multi-target sub-
horizontal wells.

The result of these successful technological developments is that new reserves developed per well show a
steady trend, with no signs of any levelling off as yet.

3. Expectation developed ultimate recoveries (OURs) are determined from performance decline extrapolations in
those cases where there is no active history matched simulation model. The standard method of determining
Proved DURs is through fitting a symmetrical triangular distribution around the Expectation estimates with the
lower end point halfway between cumulative production and expectation UR. This tends to result in a Proved
developed reserves volume that is invariably some 75% of Expectation (see Alt. 4.1). This is highly artificial
and not in accordance with current Group guidelines (which in turn follow SEC guidelines).

II is strongly recommended that proved developed reserves are derived from expectation developed reserves
by.multiplying the latter by a factor Ihat is dependent on reservoir maturity and which approaches or equals 1
for Ihe more mature reservoirs. where in-place volumes are well known,

4. In line with general Group practice in the 1970's and 1980's, BSP have tended to determine total reservoir
recoveries from volume tries with recovery factors either assumed or derived from analogues, obtained from
analytical reservoir studies or obtained from assumed well numbers and notional recoveries per well. After the
start of field development, the developed reserves became based on production performance extrapolations
but undeveloped reserves remained poorly defined as they were maintained as the difference between total
URs (whiCh were kept largely unchanged) and OURs.

With the introduction of new Group guidelines in 1993, requiring all reserves to be based on identified projects
(i.e. welt targets, numbers. costs and forecasts) the undeveloped reserves thus calculated became non-
conformant with Group reserves guidelines. asp have long recognized the non-conformance of these 'legacy'
reserves. However, any temptation to 'wipe the slate clean' (i.e. set all undefined undeveloped reserves to
zero) was resisted because it was considered likely that in many reservoirs it would be possible to replace
them by properly defined reserves, i.e with well targets, forecasts and robust economics. It was felt that major
reserves swings needed to be avoided and Ihe decision was therefore taken to keep these reserves in the
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bOOkS' ~nlilthe proper studies had been made. Significant progress has been.~~(Je·in this respect and the
amount of reserves now covered by simulation models and studies is some 70% on average, As a result, Ihe
portion of 'legacy' reserves in undeveloped reserves (cLJrrentiy soriie.9%0f Expectation,'much less of Proved)
is now considerably reduced. . .'" ,'" . ; ,.

• .', 'wi • - , _ .
A further reason why 'legacy' reserves have reduced in size WaS the conservatism in the- original field in-place
estimates (caused possibly by too:rigorous petrophysical cut-offs?).· As a result, 'oeveloped URs continued to
grow and in many cases they overtook the original total proved (and sometimes even expectation) UR '
estimates. Hesitation was observed in simply zeroising these negative reserves because reservoir crossflow
was a common phenomenon and it was possible that the underestimate in one reservoir could be due to an
overestimate in a neighbouring reservoir. A regional study was therefore required before proper updates could
be made, Lack of resources and priority caused a conllnuous deferment of such studie!! In a number of areas.
Negative reserves continued in many reservoirs (particularly in the Champion Main field), until concerted efforts
in 200012001 brought back the total of such reserves to more reasonable, but still low proportions.

The continued existence of 'legacy' undeveloped reserves is still a cause for concern. BSP have therefore
started and resourced a study that will address this issue and that of the too conservative Proved developed
and undeveloped reserves that are not in accordance with Group guidelines. This study is fully suoported.
SSP are also strongly supported in their present drive for complete coverage of all developed and to-be-
developed reservoirs by proper studies. One of the root causes for the present problems has been the practice
of assessing total (developed + undeveloped) reservesas on estimate. Instead, developed and undeveloped
reserves should both be defined separatelian~.woperly, preferably bY..a_joint simulator model,

In the original approach followed by SSP, Proved undeveloped reserves were simply the difference between
proved total and proved developed reserves: 'In thenew approach, whereby undeveloped reserves are
determined independently, t~e 'method of determining Proved volumes is less well defined. The impression is
that in many cases, a conservative approach !s .still followed. Group guidelines clearly state that in sucn cases
a number of simulatorscenarios shoutd be run, with a reasonable P.85 scenario picked as the Proved case at
first, which can gradually,become updated by a scenario that grows closer to or equal to expectation values
with increasing field maturity. . . .

Undeveloped reserves in a number of fields and reservoirs do not yet fulfil the condition (to be introduced in
Group gUidelines at end 2002) that such identified reserves must.be economically robust inorder to be certain
of their future development. Ma'ny of these reserves and associated forecasts ar~ still notional and asp are
confidenl that, with proper study and with present technology (eg cheaper horizontal wenbores) they can be
made economic, This is accepted. '

SSP have historically been one of the strongest proponents of probabilistic reserves estimation and initial
volumetric estimates are still done probabilistically. Any incomplete hydrocarbon column penetrations are thus
also addressed probabilistically, i.e. 'proved areas' (ref. SEC definitions) are not adhered to rigidly. Although
accepted Group practice in the past. this is no longer in line with Group guidelines. This should be addressed,

Asset depreciation is done at a field level. Hence, guidelines would in principle allow probabilistic addition of
reservoirs within a field, This is not done at present but is being considered by BSP as a possible method of
bringing field Proved reserves closer to Expectation volumes.

The auditor opinion is that probabilistic addition of reservoir reservoirs to field level is not to be. recommended,
The reasons for this recommendation are as follows: '.

- Probabilistic volumetric estimates become irrelevant for mature fields. Probabilistic parameter ra!1ges,{bulk
volume, porosity etc) can often not realistically be changed to capture the effects of field performance data and
any change in volurnetrics could therefore become arbitrary and not auditable. .
- Reservoir dependency will become a critical issue in proper probabilistic addition of reservoir volumes, This
will also be susceptible to subjective judgment and will also present audit trail problems. ..
. The need for probabilistic addition should diminish significantly if the calculation methods of Proved
developed and undeveloped reserves are brought closer in line with Group guidelines, theret;>y bringing Proved
reserves much closer to Expectation VOlumes,

9. Somewhat exceptionally, BSP REs keep track of condensate production from oit wells in oil+associated'pas
reservoirs, even though these liquids are produced through the oil stream. This condensate production' ~s
added to the condensate balance in these reservoirs and reflected in individual field condensate volumes.
Reported NGL reserves are however based on produced streams, i.e. reported NGLs are. only those '
condensates produced and sold separately. Reported oil reserves similarly include condensate produced in
the oil stream. The main justification for this extra accounling of condensate volumes (outside production and
reserves reporting) is said to obtain a correct reflection of the condensate material balance in reservoirs with
very large gas caps. However, it does not add to the clarily of the audit trail- no documents were sighled
showing a clear connection between condensates and reported oillNGL volumes. With the oil production of
large gas cap reservoirs now coming to an end, thought should be given to either abandoning this complexity
or at least provide a better audit trail on this aspect.

BSP-CoVJ'1 31105/022
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10. II is noted that there is no complete correspondence between reserves volumes and produclion forecasts in
the Business Plan, This is largely due 10 the 'Iegacy' reserves, for which no forecasts are available. However,
there are also other discrepancies (eg in Land [Darat') Business Unit whereothe BP contains forecasts lor
which there are no reserves (only SFR) in the books, The impression is that some of this SFR is sufficiently
mature to warrant inclusion as reserves. This should be rectified. I.

11. Fairley Saram undeveloped oil reserves appear to be positive at Proved level. but the Expectation undeveloped
volume is zero. This is inconsistent and should. be rectified,

12, Currenl BSP production licences expire as follows:
Onshore and 'first offshore' (e9 SWA): 22 Dec 2003,
Second offshore area (e9 FA): 31 Dec 2007,
Third offshore area: 31 Dec 2026,
There is a right to extend these licences by two successive periods of 15 years, at terms and .conditions to be
agreed upon, Any failure to agree such new terms would slilliead to extension by one period of 15 years
largely on existing terms. Discussions on the new terms and conditions tor the onshore and first offshore
licences are currently underway. The approach by 'both parties is said 10be positive and there are no
indications that an acceptable set of new terms and conditions cannot be agreed with the Government. Hence,
BSP management are fully confident that a new licence extension (and an option for a further extension in the
future) will be granted.

13. Various documents describing the reserves determination process are in place (eg a OUR review procedure
guide), The annual reserves review process is kicked off by a note by the reserves coordinator, setting out the
requirements, target dates and responsibilities. All reserves changes are documented in reports or notes,
depending on their complexity. Full field (or part-field) reviews and FOPs are documented comprehensively,
An annual report 'End-year Resource Volumes for External and Internal reporting' is issued, togelher with a
summary of results. This provides for an excellent audit trail and is fully commended,

In addition to Ihese documents and in preparation for the audit, SSP had made a special effort to provide
documents summarising the status of reserves in the three Asset Units (Land, East and West), Apart from a
brief summary per field, these documents also contained overviews of proved, expectation reserves and SFR.
historical reserves changes over the 13s1few years elc. This was highly useful and is commended.

14. Consistency with field reserves and reserves changes was good, The one exception appeared to be the oil vs
condensate issue (see 9 above),

15, Very good consistency with Finance reporting has been observed in the matters of annual production volumes
and Unit of Produclion factors (UPF) for asset depreciation. This is seen to be the result of close cooperation
between Finance Accounts and Reserves Coordination and is fully commended.

Recommendations

1. Replace the present method of deriving proved developed reserves from Expectation developed reserves
(triangular distribution starting at Cum.prod + 0.5 • (Exp'n dev'd - Cum.prod)) by multiplying Expectation
reserves by a (actor which gradually approaches or equals 1 with increasing reservoir maturity (defined as
Cum.prod I Exp'n UR), The initial value ofthis factor may reflect the uncertainties in the individual reservoirs.

2. Assess undeveloped reserves separately (and not as stopgap between developed and lotal reserves).
Estimate Porved undeveloped reserves by selecting a realistic P85 scenario of future activities, which
scenario should be updated as more field performance is obtained and which should therefore grow closer to
the Expectation scenario.

3. Complete the recenlly started study inlo 'legacy' reserves and Ihe appropriale level of Proved vs Expectation
reserves in line with the present plan per end 2002.

4. Address the issue of 'proved areas', in particular in relation to the non-allowed booking of volumes below
'lowest known hydrocarbons' (LKH, see guidelines), unless supported by strong evidence (eg seismic
amplitudes).

5, Review the need for maintaining the oil vs condensate split in reservoirs or improve the audit trail on this
aspect

6. Critically evaluate lhe justification for probabilistic addition of reservoir reserves to field level,

7. Review the appropriateness of booking some BP forecast volumes in Land/Darat BU as reserves and not as
SFR as at present.

8. Rectify Fairley Baram Proved (>0) vs Expectation ("'0) undeveloped reserves.

BSP-Covn 3 31105102
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SEC RESERVES AUDIT - VOLUMES RECONCJUATluN
BSP 1.1,2002
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AREA I FIELD; .ALL, FIELDSCOMPANY: BRU~EI SHELL PETROLEUM Sdn Bhd

, .1.2002 Proved Gas Reserves
1.1.2002 Proved Developed Gas Reserves

2000 Gas Production

TECHNiCAL MATURITY
1.01 lis 3D Se\smiC available aM used for the field(s) in Question?

1.02 IAre seismic procesSing and inleipretaUon state-of-the-art?

, 1..03 [Is well data coverage adequate?

Attachmem 3

Dimensions (100% field figures 3S at 1.1,2002); Average Group share: •.%
1.1.2002 Proved O~ Reserves 10"6 m3 (Group share

1.1.2002 Proved Developed Oil Reserves . 10"!) t1'13 (Group snare
2000 Oil Produclion 10"6 tTl3 (Group share

o 10"3 m3/d (Group share
10"9 sm3 (Group share
10"9 5m3 (Group share
10"9 5m3 (Group share

o 10"6 sm3/d (Group share
Number 01 fields in area

Number of wells drilled / in proouetlon

I---- Audit crileria [ Resultl Comments I

10'6 mJ)
10"6 m3)
10"6 m3)
10·3 m3ld)
10"9 5m3)
10'95m3)
10"95m3)
10'6 sm3ld)

+

3D Seismic coverage is almost universal over Ihe main •
producing 'area in the shallow offShore. For new seismic
surveys Ihe OBC (seabOnom cables) teChnique is used,
particularty 10 avoid acquisition problems around the densely
spaced platforms. An important area where suen new 30
acqulsinon Is now pl,lnned is the Champion M$in field, where
the poor quality seismic mapping Iodate (caused by
seabOlIom reefs) has hil'lClered advancement of r(tsuNoi,
5 imulalio_n and Derlonnance definition.
PSDM is applied (where the data are available) to obtain
better definition of faull planes, A major advance in
inlel'J)retation quaHIy has been obtained by the introduction of
the Petrel geotOgical modBI~ng pacbge which allows a rapid
and complele integration of the seismic data with the dense
well data and with structural int@mretations.

+ Most ollhe "elds are mature and well data is more than
adequate, Adequate appraisal well data is aViJllable in
undeveJQQ'ed fields' .,

1.04 IHiJS it 'proved area' been defined (Iowesl known fluid contact,
no major/sealing faulls) and is it realislic1

o BSP have hislorically been one of Ihe strongest proponents 0'
probabilistic reserves estimalion and volumetric estimates are
still done ·prObabilistically. Any incomplete hydrocarbon
column penelralfons ate Ihere,o're addressed probabilisticalfy.

N.A. Good DMI amplitude data are available in some cases, e9 the
deeper offshore. '

1.05 115 this 'proved area' supported by seismic amplitude studies
and/or reservoir analogues in the area?

1.06 lAte petrophysical well data quality ;lnd quantity adeQuale? +. Log selection in new wells Is state-o'·the-ar1 and fully
adequate. log interpretation seems hislOrically to have been
somewhat conservative (too severe cuk)lfs?). resultin9 i"
STOltPs that ate 100 tow in comparfSOII wilh present
performance, A major breakthrough has been the avaliabUity0' through-tubing' CoO tools (RST Schlumberger, RPM Becker
Alias) by which moving fluid levels in reservoirs can be traced
much more accurately and on a much wider scale than
lbe'ore.· •

.1.07 lts reservoir producibility 'or undeveloped reserves supported
by production tests Of other evidence?

+ Appraisal wells in undeveloped fields are rarely production
lesled. Fully adequate dala are oblained lTom sampling tools
(MDT). Very good data ate also obtained Ihrougn modem
NMR logs, Finally, there is ample analogue data in the area.

, .08 lAte there proper volumelric estimates? + Static reservoir models (CPS·3. now b9ing replaced by Petrel)
are generally used as the method of making volumetric
estimates upon fllSt discovery. Petrel geolQ9ical models are
prepared following well dril~ng (il not already betore) and·
volumetric esllmates are obtaineClfrom mese, Refinecl
features like'porosity maps. saturation-height curves etc can
thus be included in an earty siage.
Historical HIIP estimales teml in some cases to be 100
conservative, probably caused by too conservative
loetrOphvsiCal j(lterPIetatlons (cut-offs\.

1.09 IAre re.prese.ntative PVT data avadable and have they been
!rum>erly 3_ccounled 'or in the voiumetrtc estimate?

1.10 IAre stalic models available / adequate?

+ PVT samples are obiained and interpreted through the proper
10015

+ Hisloricaqy, GEOCAp models were offen used 10 replace the
initial CPS-3 models prior to major field studies. More
recenlly, Pellel models have become the standard. Coverage
is not complete yet - areas with higher development priority ,
are beino addressed fllsl.

6SP.AItJ. CheckLisl Page 1016

+ =:; Good 0 c: Satisfactory X. Un$ilIti,factory N.A. = Not AppUcabl1!
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1.11 Are d)'namic models ~vailablc I adequate? 0 Dynamic model coverage is not complete (some 70%) over
reservoirs wilh proved and expectation feselVes. Coverage is
complete for areas under study, i.e. those areas whel1! funher
development is seen as ij~ely and as having priority, Models
ate almost invariably dowr'i!oaded from geological models.

1.12 Are his lory matches available I adequate? + History matches are complicated by both water and gas
breakthrough in these fields (many primary gas caps) and by
pressure communication with neighbouring reservoirs through
partially sealing laults, Improved geological modelling has
imDrovl!d the QualitY or these matChes.

1,13 Are the recovery factors lor proved reserves realistic? + Recovery factors ate generally based on simulation studies or
on production perfonnanCI! data. Gas recoveries take
account of installed and future compression.

1.14 Are developed reserves based on proper NFA (No Funher + Yes
Activity) forecasts?

1.15 Are developed reserves based on existing wells, completions + Yes: Mosl behind-pipe volumes are not counted as
Bnd facilities, or do they require only minor costs (""0% developed until they are prop",ny completed.
loro'eel cost) to be hooked uo.,

1.16 Have development projects been defined for undeveloped 0 The large majority of undeveloped reserves lire covered by
reserves or can they be defined? well targets (some notional or even undetermined and in need

of funher study) and forecasts, A small amounl (around 9%
of e:xp&c;:tati(ll'1undeveloped, much less of proved), sometimes
referred to as 'legacy reserves') is not covered by targets
and/of forecasts vet,

1.17 Are Ihere auditabte development project plans with costs, + Projecl$ with forecasts are included in the asp Business Plan
benefits and economics? and have project costs (some preliminary) and economiCS

associated with them.
1.18 Are the projecls teChnically mature or is further data gathering 0 Projects are ranked and their development sequence Is set

necessary? , accordingly, Those with later target dates tend 10 require..
fUrther study work before they can be matured. Their
assoclateo recoveries tend to be based on earlier. preliminary
studv work or on anaJonues.

1.19 Are improved recovery estimates based on a successful pilot + A successful gas injeclion project (within-weR. from deeper
01 analogue or are tlley otherwise supportable? gas horizons) is in operation in SW Ampa. Water injection Is

in operation on some areas In Champion and expansion of
this inlo neighbouring areas is being considered. For any
undeveloped reserves, no pilots are deemed necessary.

1.20 Have the projects successfully passed a VAR3 review or are 0 New field developments are subjected to VAR reviews. but In-
they otherwise ready for application for fUnding? field projects are generally too small lor these. The projects

with lower priority tend to require more study work before they
can be matured.

1.21 Are the projects firmly planned 10go ahead· are there any 0 In principle there are no show stoppers. Projects will go
potential show stoppers? ' ahead in due course as and when they can be made

technicallv and economicallv robust.

2 COMMERCIAL MATURITY
2.01 Are the projects economically viable (meeting Group Set. Cnl. 0 Most projects pass economic screening criteria. Those that at

over range of possible fUture scenarios I low case reserves)? this stage do not, are felt to become economically viable with
further wor1l and uodated COSIestimaUno

2.02 Have torecasts been cut off when rates become uneconomic? + Yes: minimum economic rates are delerrnined by field.

2.03 Have the latest Group Screening I Reference Criteria been + Yes
used?

2.04 Are assumed prices and costs RT (Or justified if nOI)? + Yes

2.05 Is export infrllstructure (pipelines, terminals etc) available or, if + Yes, any new infrastructure required (flow lines, well jackets
not, is it firmly planned and fully included in the economics? etc) are included in the cost estimates and economics

2.06 Is project financing available or can il reasonably be expected + Yes
to be available?

2,07 Are developed reserves actually in production? + Yes: A reglJlar review is held of 'shut-in potential' and it is rare
for wells wilh developed reserves to remain shut in for a long
lime.

2.08 Have all proved gas reserves been contracted to sales? 0 The BLNG plant is the main customer lor asp gas.
Additional, smaller gas sales streams are for local domestic
use and for power generation. The BLNG contract was
extenoed in 1992 on the basis or then available proved gas
reserves. This base, being somewhat conservative, has since
then grown and there is now 8 surplus of some 1.5 Tef proved
gas and some 5 Tef of expectation volumes.

_. --- ----_._--

asp·Alt3. CheckList Page 2016 31-5-2002, 12:0;
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'2.09 if not. can Il'iey r~aS(ln"biy be expected to be sold onexisling + Tnere is no Doubt thai any surplus gas wiP be able Ie be
. m;I1t._!:tsand IhtOU\lh el.isling I firmly plilnned 'acilities? contracted to th~ existing supply odUets, Addftionallocal

outlet oossibilities are beino nutsued,
2.10 IIneither, is there a firm commitment leg FlO) Ihat supports N.A.

the assumption and maturing of a future market?
,.

3 REASONABLE CERTAINTY
3.01 Is the uncertainty range of votumetric parameters and STOIIP 0 Probabilislic volumetric estimates tend 10 become irretevant

estimates adequate'? for mature fieldl> since they c,annot caplure reservoir
performance dala properly. Volumelric Proved HUPs
therefore tend 10become 100 Inw.

3.02 Is Ihe uncertainty range of developed recovery adequate? X Expectation developed recoveries are delelTTlined from
performance decline extrapolations it'lthose cases where
there is no aclive history ry'Ialched simulallot'l model. The
slandard melhod of determinir\g proved developed volumes is
through fining a symmelriCaltriangular distribution around the
expectation estimates with the lower end point halfway
belWeen cumulative production ilnd expectallon value. rhis
invariably results in a 'proved' developed .e~erves volume that
is some 7()'78% of expectation. This is highly artificial and
not in accordance with tunent GrouP guidetines.

3.03 Is file uncertainly range of undevelopf"d recovery adequate? X Historically, lolal reservoir recoveries were determined from
volumetncs with recovery factors derived from analogues or

, from preliminary simutatlon studies. A Significant portion of
total recoveries in asp are slHI based on these estimates ... . Developed reserves were based on performance
exttapOllllions and undeveloped reserves were the difference
between total and developed reserves. Wilh lime, developed
reserves grew and in many cases overtook the original total

1
. . proved (sometimes even expectation) estimates. Hesitation
, " wa& applied in updating Ihese nega6ve reserves because,..

reservoir crossnow was a common phenomer\on and any
" such updales required a regional slU<;ly, lack of resources

\ and priorily caused a continuous deferment of such studies in.
many cases.' Negative reserves continued jrfmahy reservoirs
(particularly in the Champion Main field), until concerted
efforts in 200012901 brought back the lolal of such reselVes to

, " more rr:_asonable, but still low proportions.,
..~,.t.. 'oJ

The pr6p~r ,!,,~y of determioing undeveloped reserves is,. . '. through a simulation study Whereby Ihese reserves are ,
'.-"'~- . Calculaled from identified a clivilies, with _II targets. ,-.,. -.

.~.. .. <
Oeveloped reserves can be ·determined from the same .', ., ,

,. (histOrY malehed)'simula,ion' model or from well performance'
.. .ex'iraPol3IiOlls. With progressing fietd developinent, bt,?1h •,

dcvelof{&t I!nd ·und'eveioped reserves are Jpdated iii the light
of reservoi; iertiirmancie, new drilled wells. Changed future
well targets etc.. T'Otal reserves :3re always the $um of both,'
developed and unoevelOped reserves and are therefore no
longer fixed 'iargel' recoveries Ihat do not (01 Only poorly)
become updated with progressing fietd life. This is r\ow the '
norm in the large majority of Group OUs and in BSP this is
also the approach ~n the field areas with simulation models.

In Ihe original approach follOWed b)' esp, proved undeveloped
reserves were simply the difference between proved total and
proved developed reserves. 'In the new approach. whereby
undeveloped reserves are del ermined independenlly, the
metnod of detemining proved volumes is less well defined,
The impression is thai in many cases, a conservative, approach is $Iill followed. Group guidelines clearly stale that.'
in suchcases a number of Simulator scenarios shOuld be run •

. with a reasonable PBS scenario picked al first, which can
gradually become updated by a scenario thai grows doser to
or equal to expectation values with increillsing field m3turily.

3.04 Have market I production constraint uncertamues been taken NA rhere ;:lIe production constraints but these a.e taken account
into accounl? of in field olannino and oresent no uncertainties.

3.05 Whal is ratio 01 field(s) cum. prod. I expectation tolal recovery? Quite variable: from O'(l.Ihdeveloped fields) 1092% (Seria
field). BSP averaoe is 70% for oil and 50% lor cas.

3.06 Can Ihe field(s) be considered mature? Approximately half is mature to very mature,

3.07 Are proved (developed and total) reserves consistent with 0 rroved areas are nol adhered 19 rigidly, although partial
'proved areas'? penetrations etc are"taken account of in the probabilistic

estimates, see also' ,04. .
+ ~Go~d 0:1 Satisfactory x;; Ifns ..tisf;jlr;1ory N.A. J; Nol AppHcabl.
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3_08 I\re proved reserves tor r,elds (or other entities used tor asset + Yes ", ,
depreciatiOn Iadded l!1!jelher arilhmelically? •

3.09 Ate proved reserves wilhin fields (or within entities us.ed for + Asset depreciation is done al a field level. Hence, guidelines
asset depreciali01'l) added IDgelher probabilisticany? wOl.lld allow probabilistiC aPdili01'l 01 reservoirs within a field.

This Is not d01'le al presenl. In view of the lmpracncal aspects
and intransparency 01 results (dependency!) lIlis is $uppor1ed

3.10 Is any assurrted depencJency In probabilislic addition N.A.
appropriate?

4 GROUP SHARE CALCULATION
4.01 Are proved and proved developed reserves fully producible + Current prOduction licences expire as IDlIDws:

within the licence period (or its exlenslon if there Is a legal Onshore and 'first Dffshore' (eg SWA): 22 Dec 2003,
right) and withirl production ceilingslc01'lslrainls? Second offshore area (eg FA): 31 Dec 2007,

Third offshore area (rest): 31 Dec 2026,
There is a right to extend these licences by two successive
periods 01 15 years, at terms and condilion s 10 be agreed
upon. Discussions on lIle Ienns and conditions for the
onshore and first offshore licencel> are currently in progress.
There ate no iMications lIlal an ac:ceptable set of new terms
and condilions cannol be agreed willi Ille Government and
BSP managemenl are IiJlly confidentlhat a licence exlenslon
twill be obtained

4.02 Are lI>e forecasts required to demonstrate Ihe above condition + Yes, all reserves for which torecasts are available are
consislent wilh lhe Orm ailse Case presented in the latesl included in Ihe Business Pian.
Business Plan?

4,03 Is the hydrocarb01'l Equity share calculated property (regular .. BSP is a 500/0 owned Shell company, wilh the remainder
production COIIlraclS)? being held by the Brunei government. AU licences are 100%

SSP owned, SSP lias full tiHe to the produced oil af\d gas and
IGroup share is thus uniformlY 50%

4.04 Is the hydrocarbon PSC entillemenl share (nel cost oil + profit N.A.
oil ontV) calCUlatedproperty?_ '

4,05 Is the I>ydrocarbon Purchase' RighI share (to the exlenlthat N.A.
economic benefit is derived frdm produclion while st~1bearing
share of risks and rewardslcalculaled property?

4,06 Ate royalties that are (formally or cuslOmarily) paid in cash + Royallies (between 8 and 12.5%, dependent on area) are paid
induded in reserves? In cash and are mus not subtracted trom reserves.

4,07 Are royalties paid in kind excluded Irom reserves? N,A.
4.08 Are volumes deliYered free 01 charge as lees In kind (e.g, for N.A.

infrastructure use by Ihird parties) induded in reserves?
Similarly, are volumes received as fees in kind excluded from
reserves?

4.09 Has historic Group under-or overtill (e.g. compared With oIher N,A.
co-venturers) been accounted for?

4.10 Halle gas volumes produced from lIle reservoir bull'lol yel + Gas production and re-injection volumes involved in lIle intra-
I

Sold (e.g. through UGS, gas fe-injection Into another reservoir well gas re·lnjection project in SW-Ampa are property
01 a swap deal Wirh another field) been properly'mainlained in recorded, subtracted frOm the source reservoirs as
reserves? production and added (as negative orocucuoo) to Ihe target

reservoirs, Gas ultimale recoveries in Ihe laller are from time
to time re-evaluated, taking account 01 possible future losses
due 10 residual gas saturations in gas Hooded oil zones.

4.11 Have gas volumes paid lor by Ihe buyer bul not yet produced N.A.
and sold ('take·or"ay' gils) been propeny maintained in
reserves?

4.12 Have separate submissions been made lor EQuity , N.A.
Entitlement and Purchase RlghtvDlumes?

s AUDIT TRAILS'
5.01 Are proved and proved developed reserves estimates up-to 0 Developed reserves are reviewed 80nUifily in many, but not all

date'? reservoirs. Ur'ldevelDped reserves in the 70"10 (approx.) of
reserves that are covered by 'active' simulation models are
reviewed regularly as well. Undeveloped reserves in Ihe
remaining 30% are generally derived Irom older total recovery
estimates and are thus less ue-to-caie.

5.02 Can reported net Group equity reserves be reconciled with. 0 Yes, wilh tile excepnon of the condensate-produced as oil
indiyidual field reserves eslimales" see 6.02)

5.03 Can reserves changes be reconciled wilh indiVidual field + Largely, yes, willi the exception of the condensate-produced
changes? as oil (see 6.02)

5.04 Are reserve changes reported in the appropriate calegories? + Yes

5.05 ts there a document in place describing Ihe OU's reserves + Various documents are in placo (eg a DUR review procedure
reporting procedures? guide). The annual reserves review crocess is kicked off by II

Role by the reserves coordinator, seniog out Ihe requirements,
tilrget dates and responsibilities.

+ ; Good O. S~\I.'ot'ory x' Ur... ti.r.C1ory N.A. = Not Appn •• bl.

eSP.An3. Checklist Poge ~ 01 6 31-!>-2002.12:07

_,
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. : . ,.• CHECKLIST SEC RESERVES AUDITSBSP, 27 A:pr - 3 May 2002 . Altachment 3

'.' 5.06 t,e-technical reports ava,'aOle de~ribing reasons ancl + All reserves changes arl documenled in reports or notes,
IUS!~!ica~:?nsfor new reserves estimates in sufficient detail? depending on tlleir complexity. Full rte.1d(or pan.r,eld) review

and FDP$ lire documented comprehensively.
~,O7 Are reports numbered I indexed properly and is there a central + Yes

lib'arv, where coeies arp, ~P.pt? {.

5.08 Is Ih!>annual reserves submission supported Oy a sutfldentl)' + Yes, an annual report 'End-year Resource Volumes lor
detailed summary note explaining the reserves changes External ~nd Intema! reporting' is issued, together with a
(dassifred in revisions, extensions, sales·in-place etc) per summary orresutts.
rICld,willl referencl!slo detailed repons as appropriate?

5.09 Are eleCl(onic data bases containing 00111 !listoric + Yes. a comprehensive RISRES data base is in place
SU~$ions' data and current reserves data in place and
acceSSIble?

5.10 Do these data bases also contain references to delaMed + Yes (3 very rare feature among OUS)
rePOrts?

6 CO~SISTe~CY WITH FINANCIAL REPORTI~G
6.01 Are proved and proved developed reserves based on + Yes

r,sca~sed volumes under sales conditions?
6_02. Are oil. NGLS and sales gas reported in their appropriate + Oil, NGL and gas are reported by stream. The condensate

calegories? stream (consisting 0' gas well liquids or 'CHPS' and
sillgcalche( liquids plus other ijquids 'rom the BLNG plant.
caded UG') is sold anq exported separately.
Somewhat exc:eptionaUy, aSP.REs keep track of ccodensare.. productiOn from oil IW!lIs in o~+a$sociated gas reservoirs,
even thou9h these liquids are produced through the o~

"
stream. This concensare produc1ion is added to the.. conoensaie balance in these reservoirs and refllteted in

.; individuat field·coridensale volumes. Reported NGL reserves
'~, are however based on produced streams, i.e. NGLs are only

, . those condensates produc;ed and sold separately. Reported

~ oil reserves simllarty inClude eondensete ptoduced in the oB
sfream. The main justiftca~on 101 this exira accountinG (not in
Ihe EPPROMS system) is to obtain a eerrect reflection of the
condensate In reservoirs with very large gas caps.

.- The LLG stream has been inCluded in the sales and reserves
accounting since 2000. The reason tor their Inclusion was
thaI BSP have effective tille to these liquids (wilh Ihe BLNG 9a

".",

6.03 Are own USE!, luel, losses eic excluded? '., + , Own use, fuel and losses are deducled asa bottom line
.'

correction' from annual production and from reserves before
the annual GrOup reseNes submission. The percentage is
alcuJated ailllualtv (around 8%).

6.04 Are gas GHVs measured property for sales gas conditions + Yes. gas samples are laken rC9u1arly and evaluated with the
and accounted for in reserves submisSions? proper tools.

,

6.05 Are annual Oil+NGL producllon volumes in reserves + Yes. Close cooperation is observed between ~inance i
submissions consistent with Upstream sales volumes accounts <lncl lIle reserves tQ()fdiniltor. I

reported ioto the Finance (Ceres) system? '(Ceres ~ne 0933, ...
whiCh is the sum of line 7385 (Reward OiUNGL) and line 0671
1= 8462·0i1 .. B464-NGl for Consolidated Companies + line
3596 (:: 0931·0il + 0932·NGL) for Assoc. Cornpanies).

6.06 Are annual g3S production volumes in reserves submissions + Yes, ctose eooperaliOn is observed belw.een Finance
consistenl with Upstream Gas production available lor Sales - accounts and the reserves coordinator.
(GpafS) volumes reported into the Finance (Ceres) system?
(Ceres line 9130),

6,07 Are the Financial and Reserves accounting of production I + Yes (only relevanl for annual produclion)
sales fullV consistent with each bihar also in cases like
royalties. fees-In·kind, underliIVovcrlift, gas re·injec(;OnlUGS,

,,
take-or-oav O~~?

6.06 Are Ine nel Shell share reserves reported properly and N.A. asp is a 50%, i.e. an associate company and accounts anc!
consislenlly with Finance reporting (100% for consolidated reserves are reported on a net Group share basis.
SheH companies, with minority reserves reported separately.
or actualllercenta.9.~ if less than 50%)?

6.09 Are reponed proved developed reselves consistent with tnose + Yes, Proved developed reserves and Unit of Production
used 'or asset depreciation In Group Accounts? ~aclOrs are advised' annually by lIle reserves coordinalor to

Finance accounts.
I

I 7 OVERALL ..
I 7.01 If Group guidelines should not or not completely have been O· PrOVed reserves are likely to be somewhat understated due to

I
fOllowed, are results still reasonable Ioverstated I . the conservative procedures still in place
understated? .

I 7.02 00 the reported proved ilnd proved ~vctoped reserves 0 Whilst expectation esnmatss appear Quile reasonable, Ihe
estimates give a reasonably accurate renection of shareholder proved estimates are 100 conservative in comparison wilh

L value? Grout:' Quidelines

.,j".~~.'...

+ ; Good 0 < S.fi.r."ory )( ~ Uh.. li,r.clory N,A,: "'01Appllcobl.

esp·Alt3, Che?<losr Page 5 or6 31·5·2002,12:07

FOIA Confidential
Treatment ReqUested

RJW01001265
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8SP.An3. CheekLisl 31-5-2002. 12:07

SSP, 27 Apr. 3 May 2002 CHECKLIST SEC RESERVES AVDITS Attllchment 3
..,.
-' .

Weighl S~e (O.1oo%)

1 TECHNICAL MATURITY
2 COMMERCIAL MATURITY
3 REASONABLE CERTAINTY
4 GROUP SHARE CALCULATION
5 AUDIT TRAILS
6 CONSISTENCY WITH FINANCIAL REPORTING
7 OVERALL OPINION

25% 82%
16%81%
14% 37%
9% 100%

16% 90%
11% 100%
8%50%

f·

TOTAL SCORE 100% 78%

+ - Good 0: S.llsla<IDry X = Un.. tls'.cl0'Y N.IL c Not "ppll~bl.

FOIA confidential RJWOf001266
Treatment Regu~ted_______.,
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Proved I Expectation Oil.NGL Resel"llcs versus,field maturity.
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Proved I Expectation Gas Reserves versus field.m.aturity
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